**Special Notes**

Before installing the EC-790 Locker Lock, load the batteries and familiarize yourself with the operation and programming. Unless manufactured to special order, the lock is supplied in the "PRIVATE" operating mode.

In this mode, the user must enter a four-digit User Code to open it. The unit will re-lock itself after four seconds. The lock can be opened at any time using the Master Code.

Please see programming guide to set your own codes.

**ENSURE BATTERIES ARE CORRECTLY INSERTED BEFORE INSTALLING LOCK**

**Installation Guide**

The EC-790 lock has an inner module and an outer module. The outer module is identified by its numbered keypad.

1. Remove all packaging, including the protective tube on the rear of the outer module.
2. Position the rear module inside the locker as shown in Picture 1.
3. Position the front module on the outside of the locker as shown in Picture 2.
4. Ensure that the electrical connectors are not bent and engage cleanly in the rear module.
5. Screw the two nuts onto the two bolts. Tighten.
6. Before closing the door, test the lock by entering the user code on the keypad and lifting the locker release mechanism. When the lock is open, you should be able to lift the bolt freely.
7. Your lock should be ready to use.
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